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Abstract — Packet transmission over computer net-

works is the main reference framework for most in-

formation technology applications. Packet loss is one

of the main problems affecting performance. Vari-

ous techniques have been proposed to protect packets

from losses, one is distributing information on the net-

work in order to exploit the characteristics of the net-

work itself allowing adaptivity and flexibility. In this

work we propose an algebraic framework for estimate

of the number of independent paths (Path Diversity)

on a network. Path Diversity knowledge is showed

to be extremely important for applications making

use of distributed information. Joint use of Path Di-

versity and Multiple Description Coding allows more

efficient transmissions and can be generalized to the

case when network coding is allowed on internal nodes

of the network.

I. Introduction

In the current information society, most communication
travels through an integrated network of heterogeneous links
(the Internet). Packet transmission is the main reference
framework for most applications that are based on very differ-
ent kinds of connection devices, type of users and applications.

The main phenomenon affecting packet-switched networks
is packet loss. It can be due to buffer overflow in internal
nodes, to packet discarding in the presence of error, to time-
out for excessive delays, etc. Several strategies to overcome
this limitation have been proposed in the literature, such as
Forward Error Correction based on redundant codes, or ro-
bust transforms [2][6][8]. Multiple Description Coding (MDC)
is usually related to the availability of redundant paths con-
necting the source to the sink. Multicast transmission is also
based on the availability of multiple ways to connect sources
and sinks. Exploiting multiple paths in a packet-switched net-
work is a way to make more robust the transmission, and the
effectiveness depends on the correlation among the alternative
paths [4]. Effective packet routing in combination with MDC
can be very useful in the new communication paradigm [5][7].

1This work has been carried out partially under the financial sup-
port of the Ministero dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e della Ricerca
(MIUR) in the framework of the FIRB Project “Middleware for ad-
vanced services over large-scale, wired-wireless distributed systems
(WEB-MINDS)”.
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Figure 1: Network.

The large variety of techniques for packet transmission
makes very difficult a unique analysis for jointly designing
source coding and transmission strategies on real packet net-
works. In this work we propose an algebraic framework that
allows a compact analysis of various network topologies built
out of source nodes, routing nodes, coding nodes, links, etc.
Given a source-sink pair connected via a packet network, as
shown in Fig. 1, we are interested in obtaining an equivalent
representation of the connection, that can be manipulated to
evaluate MDC and path diversity performance, for efficient
transmission design.

In this paper we refer our analysis only to a generic source,
without taking into account the time evolution of both source
and sink. The physical links of the network are assumed to be
iid systems, neglecting the effect of delay as well as the possible
bursty behavior of the random losses. The transmission of the
single packet on the network will be analyzed.

II. The Z-Channel

The simplest configuration, a single link that connects one
source to one sink, is shown in Fig. 2. The link is assumed
to be lossy, i.e. the packet at the source is not delivered with
certainty at the sink, but it may be lost with a given proba-
bility. We do not take into account the specific information
associated to the packet, but only refer to presence or absence
of the packet itself.

A link between a source and a sink can be described via the
Z-channel shown in Fig. 3, where 0 and 1 denotes absence and
presence of a packet. The Z-channel describes the evidence
that:

• if there is no packet at the source there will be no packet
at the sink;

• if there is a packet at the source the packet will be
successfully transmitted at the sink with probability 1−
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Figure 3: Z-channel.

p, otherwise there will be no packet at the sink (with
probability p).

The Z-channel is obviously associated to the matrix

P =

(

1 0
p 1 − p

)

. (1)

II.A Basic Configurations

Fig. 4 shows the equivalent Z-channel for some typical con-
figurations such as serial connection and parallel connection.

The serial connection of 2 links between a source and a sink
(assuming that both link1 and link2 are described via Eq. (1))
can be described via the equivalent Z-channel

Pserial = P · I · P = P2

=

(

1 0
p(2 − p) (1 − p)2

)

,

where we assume that the intermediate node behaves like the
identity operator. The parallel connection of 2 links between
a source and a sink (assuming again that both link1 and link2

are described via Eq. (1)) can be described via the equivalent
Z-channel

Pparallel = D2 · (P ⊗ P) · C2

=

(

1 0
p2 1 − p2

)

, (2)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, and

D2 =

(

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

)

, C2 =









1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1









,

are the matrices associated to a diverging and a converging
nodes respectively. Eq. (2) is easily interpreted when noted
that

• link1 and link2 jointly represent a quaternary-input
quaternary-output block associated to P ⊗ P (a 4 × 4
matrix);
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Figure 4: Basic connections.

• the source is a diverging node, a binary-input
quaternary-output block, as shown in Fig. 5, associated
to D2 (a 2 × 4 matrix);

• the sink is a converging node, a quaternary-input
binary-output block, as shown in Fig. 5, associated to
C2 (a 4 × 2 matrix).

The generalization is

Pserial =
N
∏

i=1

Pi , (3)

Pparallel = DN · (⊗N
i=1Pi) · CN , (4)

for serial and parallel connections with N links, being DN and
CN a 2 × 2N matrix and a 2N × 2 matrix respectively, whose
elements are

DN (i, j) =

{

1 (i,j)=(1,1),(2,2N )

0 otherwise
,

CN (i, j) =

{

1 (i,j)=(1,1),(2,2),(3,2),...(2N ,2)

0 otherwise
.

Denoting peq the global loss probability of the connection,
from Eqs. (3) and (4) for serial and parallel connections with
N identical links we have

Pserial =

(

1 0
1 − (1 − p)N (1 − p)N

)

,

Pparallel =

(

1 0
pN 1 − pN

)

,

that is
peq = 1 − (1 − p)N ,

for serial connection, and

peq = pN ,

for parallel connection.
This means, as shown in Fig. 6, that
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Figure 5: Converging and diverging nodes.

• on a serial connection increasing the number of links
does not change the slope of the peq-p curve;

• on a parallel connection the slope of the peq-p curve
increases with the number of links.

Therefore the slope is associated to the parallelism of the
whole connection between the source and the sink when re-
duced to an equivalent simple configuration.

III. Z-channel and Path Diversity

A general network topology can be represented as a
Z-channel via

Peq =

(

1 0
peq 1 − peq

)

,

by using Eqs. (3) and (4), being the parameter peq the global
loss probability of the network between the source ad the sink.

Furthermore, the parameter peq of the equivalent Z-channel
has a polynomial expression with respect to p (assuming that
the network is composed by equal links),

peq =
N

∑

k=1

Ck pk , (5)

then the slope of the peq-p curve is given by the minimum
power in the polynomial expression of Eq. (5). According to
this, it is useful defining the Path Diversity (L) of a network
as

L = min
Ck 6=0

k , (6)

being Ck the coefficient of the k-th power of the link loss
probability (p) in the polynomial expression of the equivalent
Z-channel loss probability (peq).

On the basis of considerations in Section II.A, the Path
Diversity of a network represents the number of parallel
independent path connecting the source to the sink.
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(a) Serial connection.
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Figure 6: Dependence of peq with respect to number of
links for basic connections.

Fig. 7 shows 2 examples of network topologies that may
emerge from a real network in which we are looking for 2 inde-
pendent paths. It is easy to compute the equivalent Z-channel
for both of them, obtaining

Peq,A = D · (P2 ⊗ P2) · C

=

(

1 0
p2(2 − p)2 1 − p2(2 − p)2

)

,

Peq,B = D · (P ⊗ P) · C · P

=

(

1 0
p(1 + p − p2) 1 − p(1 + p − p2)

)

.

that is

peq,A = p2(2 − p)2 ,

peq,B = p(1 + p − p2) .

Fig. 8 compares the peq-p curves with basic configurations
confirming that LA = 2 and LB = 1.

IV. Joint Use of Path Diversity and Multiple

Description Coding

Object of this work is to show how Path Diversity can be
used for efficient transmission schemes on computer networks.
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Figure 7: Network topology examples.
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Figure 8: Comparing network topology with serial and
parallel connections.

The framework allows joint manipulation of the spatial diver-
sity offered by the network [4] and the coding diversity offered
by encoding schemes such as MDC [2][6]. It will be shown
how distributing information over the network improves the
overall performance if the network topology can support it,
otherwise it can lead to significant degradation.

IV.A Coding Assumptions

We suppose that source is allowed to encode each packet
via MDC with an arbitrary number of descriptions. We as-
sume that the encoding scheme is characterized by a quality
function describing the Quality of Service (QoS) at the sink,
depending on the amount of bits (i.e. the number of descrip-
tions) that have been delivered. We also assume that the
quality function (q(.)) only depends on the fraction of deliv-
ered bits (y), and such that
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Figure 9: Selecting relay-nodes on the network.

The QoS at the sink is intended as the average value of the
quality function,

Q = E{q(y)} =
∑

i

πiq(yi) , (7)

where yi represents the fraction of delivered bits in the i-th
loss configuration of the network, and πi is the probability
that the i-th loss configuration occurs. With the term loss

configuration we mean the event that only the fraction of bits
yi, with respect to the whole bits transmitted by the source,
are correctly delivered to the sink.

IV.B Network Assumptions

We assume that the characteristics of the links composing
the network are known. According to this, the sink is able to
determine the order of diversity of the network between the
source and the sink itself. This can be done via:

• estimation of the parameter peq by observation of deliv-
ered packets;

• individuation of the point of operation in the peq-p
plane.

Fig. 9 shows the same network shown in Fig. 1 in 3 differ-
ent situations depending on the way the source is sending its
packets to the sink. More specifically:



• Fig. 9(a) shows the case in which the source transmits
packets to the sink via a single path through node 0.
The whole system can be modeled as a serial connection.

• Fig. 9(b) shows the case in which the source transmits
packets to the sink via 2 different paths through node 0
and through node A. The whole system can be modeled
as the network topology NT-A in Fig 7(a).

• Fig. 9(c) shows the case in which the source transmits
packets to the sink via 2 different paths through node 0
and through node B. The whole system can be modeled
as the network topology NT-B in Fig 7(b).

We suppose that the sink is able to recover that the order
of diversity for the 3 cases are L1 = 1, LA = 2, LB = 1,
respectively.

IV.C Exploiting Path Diversity

We are interested in showing how Path Diversity knowl-
edge, i.e. individuating the number of independent paths con-
necting the source to the sink, suggests the appropriate num-
ber of descriptions in MDC schemes. Moreover, on the basis of
the examples shown in Section IV.B we want to show how the
use of MDC without appropriate knowledge of Path Diversity
may turn into degradation of overall performance instead of
making more robust the transmission scheme.

In order to evaluate the performance in the 3 situations
shown in Fig. 9, we compute the performance on a serial
connection, shown in Fig. 4(a), and on network topologies
NT-A and NT-B, shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively.
We refer our analysis to a generic source whose packet are
encoded according to the criteria described in Section IV.A,
and furthermore we restrict our attention to the single packet
transmission ignoring the time evolution of both source and
receiver.

Consider the case in which the packet is encoded via a single
description and simply transmitted to the sink. In this case
the possible loss configurations are:

1. description is delivered, corresponding to q(1);

2. description is not delivered, corresponding to q(0).

It is clear that the performance of the serial connection, rep-
resenting the situation shown in Fig. 9(a), are

Q1 = (1 − p)2 , (8)

as we are assuming that q(0) = 0 and q(1) = 1.
Now consider that the source encodes the packet via 2 de-

scriptions with equal amount of bits and encoded information.
In this case the possible loss configurations are:

1. both descriptions are delivered, corresponding to q(1);

2. first description is delivered and second one is not, cor-
responding to q(1/2);

3. second description is delivered and first one is not, cor-
responding to q(1/2);

4. no description is delivered, corresponding to q(0).

A more efficient utilization of this encoding scheme is obtained
if 2 different paths are found.

The performance of NT-A, representing the situation
shown in Fig. 9(b), are

QA = (1 − p)2((1 − p)2 + 2p(2 − p)q(1/2)) . (9)
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Figure 10: MDC and Path Diversity, q(1/2) = 0.75.
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Figure 11: Network topology examples.

The performance of NT-B, representing the situation shown
in Fig. 9(c), are

QB = (1 − p2)(1 − p)q(1/2) , (10)

Fig. 11 shows the generalization to N paths, whose perfor-
mance, in the case that N descriptions are used, can be shown
to be

QA,N =
N

∑

n=1

(

n
N

)

pN−n(2 − p)N−n(1 − p)2nq
( n

N

)

,

QB,N = (1 − p)(1 − pN )q

(

1

N

)

.

In Fig. 10 the performance of the 3 situations Q1, QA, QB

are plotted (the dot-, asterisk-, circle-solid lines respectively)
with respect to the loss probability (p) of the link. It can
be noted how changing from a 1-description encoding scheme
with a single path to a 2-description one with 2 different paths
like NT-A improves the QoS at the receiver. On the contrary,
changing to a 2-description encoding scheme with 2 different
paths like NT-B noticeably degrades the performance (25%)
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Figure 13: MDC and Path Diversity, q(1/2) = 0.75,
q(1/3) = 0.45, q(2/3) = 0.80.

as the network topology (having order of diversity LB = 1) is
not able to efficiently support 2 descriptions on 2 independent
paths.

Fig. 12 shows another example of network topology whose
equivalent Z-channel is

Peq,C = D2 · ((D2 · (P ⊗ P) · C2 · P) ⊗P2) · C2

=

(

1 0
p2(2 − p)(1 + p − p2) 1 − p2(2 − p)(1 + p − p2)

)

.

meaning that the order of diversity is LC = 2, while Fig. 13
shows the performance on this network topology for

• 1 description, i.e. Eq. (8);

• 2 descriptions, i.e. Eq. (9) or Eq. (10);

• 3 descriptions, i.e.

QC = p(1 − p)2(3 + 2p − 2p2)q
(

1
3

)

+ (1 + p)(1 − p)4q
(

2
3

)

showing how the use of 3 description leads to performance
degradation.

This clearly shows how Path Diversity knowledge can be
helpful for choosing the appropriate number of descriptions or
appropriate redundant paths in an MDC environment. As-
sume that the sink is able to estimate the order of diversity
of the network topology (from the source to itself) and send
this information back to the source. Then, on the basis of the
received information, the source obtains confirmation of an ef-
ficient transmission for situations like NT-A, while alternative
paths or reduction of number of descriptions have to be tried
for situations like NT-B in order not to waste resources.

Note that we assumed that no network coding [1][3] is al-
lowed at internal nodes. Otherwise, if network coding is al-
lowed and each node is able to combine different received de-
scriptions, then each internal node can act as a receiver, es-
timate its own order of diversity, send the information back
to the source and optimize the global transmission scheme.
Referring again to the example NT-B of Fig. 7(b), if network
coding is allowed then transmission from source to the internal
node may support a 2-description scheme, while the internal
node has to combine the received description into a single one
before transmitting to the sink.

V. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we have proposed an algebraic approach to an-
alyze the Path Diversity offered by a computer network. We
have also showed how knowledge of Path Diversity is crucial
for applications, like Multiple Description Coding schemes,
making use of distributed information. Erroneous Path Di-
versity information can lead to significant degradation in the
overall performance instead of the expected robustness im-
provement. Path Diversity estimation may be used to select
the appropriate number of descriptions or to evaluate on the
effectiveness of the selected redundant paths. The proposed
approach can also be generalized to the case when network
coding is allowed on internal nodes.

We are currently working to include in the same frame-
work time dependence and exploit the time-diversity offered
by packet interleaving [5][7]. The objective is a general frame-
work where time-space-code diversity may be jointly analyzed
for efficient transmission on computer networks.
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